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Data Center & Networking:
Network Upgrade and Consolidation
Our client, an international injection molding organization, was growing
by leaps and bounds. And after a strategic acquisition nearly doubled
their size and production capacity, they needed an effective network
upgrade and consolidation, fast. Within 30 days, c1 delivered a unified
solution that immediately delivered ROI and kept their momentum
going. | Problem solved.

Our client is an international injection molding company that specializes in delivering custom solutions in the medical,
automotive, alternative energy, telecommunications, electronics, consumer goods, military, and aerospace fields.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

After a strategic acquisition, our client
faced multiple challenges:

Within 30 days consilium1 had architected
and implemented a solution:

This solution delivered for our client in
several ways:

n Client needed to merge existing

n c1 performed a Business Technology

n Speed. c1 was able to seamlessly install,

security, database, email, and
file and print services into a
single domain.

n Existing infrastructure in both

independent networks was aging
and needed to be upgraded.

n Users at remote sites had limited

access and functionality with
existing systems. Client needed a
centralized system that upgraded
performance and addressed remote
accessibility.

n To maximize productivity, the client

needed a solution that could be
quickly and easily implemented
with no downtime.

Design (BTD) assessment to gain
critical insights about the environment
and quickly defined a comprehensive
solution. Insights gained through BTD
assessment identified key barriers,
infrastructure upgrades and critical
components for successful integration.

n Upgraded infrastructure and

consolidated multiple servers and
domains. c1 seamlessly installed new
hardware while consolidating and
integrating disparate servers, active
directory domains and corresponding
data obtained through the acquisition.

n Instituted comprehensive remote

access and mobility program. From
any location, users could access critical
business applications, network servers,
and systems through a high-speed
interface.

RESULTS

implement, and incorporate the necessary
components of the acquisition with no
downtime in just 30 days.
n Productivity. Unique approach

allowed employees to remain highly
productive through the merger process.
Standardization of infrastructure and
applications contributed to a significant
increase in productivity once the project
was complete.
n Immediate ROI. Thoughtful and

comprehensive approach, speed of delivery,
and integration with no downtime all
contributed to an immediate Return on
Investment (ROI).
n Unification. Centralized applications,

structure, and processes allowed employees
to begin working as a unified operation,
boosting both morale and productivity.

PARTNERS
For more information about c1, visit consilium1.com, call us 1-866-631-5494, or contact us at sales@consilium1.com.

